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Abstract
Geometric morphometrics is the study of the form and/or shape of objects, or
subjects, capturing their geometry. Within the landmark methods developed so
far, Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis (EDMA) is a coordinate-free method
that enables the study of form avoiding the nuisance parameters of translation
and rotation existing in the landmark coordinates data. However, EDMA exhibits
several weaknesses in the study of shape. The present paper links EDMA with
compositional data analysis in what is here called Compositional EDMA and il-
lustrates the present approach with the study of anthropomorphic sculptures from
the pre-Hispanic site of Teotihuacan (México).
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1 Morphometrics. A brief introduction
To present, there exist a large literature on morphometrics that provide (1) several definitions for
the field itself and (2) for the main concepts involved, as well as (3) several classifications of differ-
ent approaches to the study of morphometry (see for example Dryden and Mardia, 1998; Lele and
Richtsmeier, 2001; Richtsmeier et al., 2002; Verrecchia, 2003; Adams et al., 2007; Slice, 2005, 2007;
Lawing and Polly, 2010). In short, it could be said that the form of and object, or a subject, is related
to its appearance and structure (Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001, pp. 1), and that morphometry is the mea-
surement of these external and perceptible characteristics, related to the object’s appearance as well
as to its physical and diachronic constitution (Verrecchia, 2003, pp. 759-760). One important aspect
is that even if object’s forms, as well as mean forms, could have an orientation in a natural coordinate
system, the form itself is invariant under translation, rotation, and, possibly, reflection of the object
(Richtsmeier et al., 2002, pp. 72). This is easily illustrated in Figure 1, A. There, the isosceles right
triangle (in red) has been first translated and then rotated twice 45o around the centre. The original
red triangle and the three new triangles have different orientations, but their form is still the same
and has no changed. A further step forward, enables to realize that form consists of size and shape,
concepts of an easy intuitive understanding but of a difficult definition (Richtsmeier et al., 2002, pp.
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67-68). Nevertheless, as we will see, shape can be considered the result of a central dilation of similar
forms and, therefore, shapes can be considered as scale invariants forms that can be related by central
dilation after the appropriate similarity transformations (Figure 1, B).
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Figure 1: Similarity transformations. A: translation and rotation of an isosceles right triangle. B:
central dilation of an equilateral triangle

In morphometric studies, form or shape are approached by using numerical data through math-
ematical relationships. However, even if this use of numerical data appears very straightforward,
several approaches have been developed to present, based on different aspects of form and shape, but
also on different ideas on the objects themselves (Figure 2). Summarizing, the oldest approach is the
use of unidimensional measures or groups of linear distances or angles. These measures can then be
used as such or to calculate ratios. This approach, called traditional or multivariate morphometrics,
produces useful results in a large number of situations, and it has also been linked to compositional
data analysis. As an example of the latter, it can be seen the study on the use of different proportional
systems in Early Christian Churches (Buxeda i Garrigós, 2008), a re-evaluation of a previous study
that had revealed the need for the use of the cosine similarity in searching for shape patterns in objects
of different size (Gurt Esparraguera and Buxeda i Garrigós, 1996). Nevertheless, traditional morpho-
metrics have proved problematic or limited in different situations because (1) of the need for size
correction, was an issue constant debate, (2) the use of non-homologous points, and (3) the possibil-
ity to obtain the same distances in different forms (Adams et al., 2007). In short, the use of traditional
morphometrics usually implies the loss of the geometry of the object under study.
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Figure 2: Summary graph of morphometric approaches. In yellow, approaches related to compositional data analysis
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To overcome the previous limitations, the so called geometric morphometrics methods (Corti,
1993) were developed from the 1980s in order to capture the geometry of the form under study. The
first methods to be used were the outline ones, by reproducing the open and/or closed outlines of the
object through several mathematical functions whose coefficients are then used as variables in the
statistical analysis (Rohlf, 1990; Dommergues et al., 2007, and references therein). Moreover, fractal
dimension measurement have also been used for characterizing the complexity of shape or form (see
for example Pérez-Claros et al., 2002; Slice, 2005, pp 38-39). Finally, landmark-based methods are
based on precise locations on forms, recorded on two- or three-dimensional coordinates. Thus, the
geometry of the form is preserved thanks to the existence of a map of the relative location of those
landmarks.

The present paper will explore in some detail the landmark-based methods and especially the
Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis (EDMA) (Lele, 1993; Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001). It will be
shown that EDMA is easily linked to Compositional Data analysis (Aitchison, 1986), becoming then
a useful method for shape analysis. The anthropomorphic sculptures from the pre-Hispanic site of
Teotihuacan (México) will be used as example. These sculptures will be first introduced in the next
section.

2 The anthropomorphic sculptures from Teotihuacan
The ancient site of Teotihuacan, located about 50 km to the north-east of México City, was one
of the most dynamic and influential cities of the Ancient World (0-600 AD) in pre-Hispanic times.
Multi-ethnic city and great handicraft and religious center, the city was planned ex novo around the
1st century AD becoming a urban model as a reference for future urban plans. Around 200 AD
the city exceeds the 20 km2 in extent and two centuries later housed an estimated population of
150,000-200,000 inhabitants (Millon, 1974, pp. 355). The ceremonial center comprises more than
600 pyramids of various kinds and about 2000 complex housing units have been detected so far.
Barely 50 out of these 2000 have been partially excavated (Cowgill, 2003, pp. 21).

Focussing on the artistic production at Teotihuacan, it is clear that it involved specialization at
various levels. The existence and location of ceramic and obsidian craft workshops testifies its im-
portance and to a which extent the production was under the control of state government institutions.
After architecture and mural painting, sculpture is perhaps the craft which less interest has arisen
among the research community. Probably the great disparity in material, dimensions, techniques,
themes, context, and conditions have hindered its study, although there is a general catalogue on the
sculptures in Teotihuacan (Allain, 2000, 2005). In the present study, however, only a more or less
homogeneous sculpture assemblage will be considered: the representation of the human figure.

Traditionally, studies of pre-Columbian sculptures tend to be predominantly iconographic, isolat-
ing the sample from its archaeological context, both spatially and temporally. There is also a tendency
to find analogies to iconographic evidence of later periods, either with other Mexica art works or with
evidences in the 16th century AD written sources. As a consequence the studies remain on a very
general level and do not deepen enough in the knowledge of these sculptures: “Estos trabajos sólo lle-
gan a redescubrir algunos elementos iconográficos repetidos, o se limitan a identificar tipos de aves,
cánidos, felinos, insectos [. . . ] algunos sı́mbolos y, desde luego, los atributos propios de deidades
muy conocidas.” (Morelos Garcı́a, 2002, pp. 30). Then, it is not surprising to read in a catalogue that
any Teotihuacan sculpture is ’Teotihuacan style’, comprising from Tlamimilolpa to Metepec phases,
i.e. 200 to 650 AD. This shows, once again, that even if some unification of style might exists, very
few sculptures have been dated by archaeological association with ceramic materials.

Thus, the main scope of our research is recovering the link between space, time frame and artistic
production (Carrillo and Villalonga Gordaliza, 2007; Villalonga Gordaliza, 2010, 2011). Therefore,
all significant information relating the target sculptures to the archaeological projects within whose
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frames were recovered has been gathered. The projects and sculptures all together constitute the
backbone of our study, providing an informed basis for type classification and for its assignment to
temporary phases. Since several of the sculptures proceed from modern well controlled excavations,
their analysis also provide reliable data to infer formal features or patterns from them. Along these
lines, the spatial-temporal distribution of the sculptures recovered in the city will, in turn, shed light
about their distribution and possible function. About the latter, even if some sculptures come from
controlled archaeological contexts, their function remains unknown. What or who they represent?
Gods, men, or political-religious agents? To determine the function and the role played by these
sculptures we consider as essential an approach and analysis based on the space-time context in which
the sculptures were conceived. Hence the importance of those sculptures that have survived over time
and remained earthed until the day they were excavated, which are unfortunately only the minor
part of the existing evidence. On the contrary, most of the known sculptures have been subject of
looting, both pre-Hispanic and contemporary, to satisfy the ever increasing demand from museums,
collectors and private auctions. These sculptures lie on the shelves of many museums, with no other
label that indicates their provenance rather than their alleged affiliation to the city or of belonging to
a controversial ’Teotihuacan style’. How can we call it ’Teotihuacan style’ when even the frontiers of
Teotihuacan itself are well not defined? How much ’Teotihuacan’ the sculptures stored in museums
are? It is true that there exist previous works which have established some formal traits to Teotihuacan
sculptures, but it is also true that they remain in a rather general analysis, not detailed enough (Gamio,
1922; Oropeza, 1968; Nicholson, 2002; de la Fuente, 1985; Sarro, 1988, 1991; Lombardo de Ruiz,
1990; Berlo, 1992; Pasztory, 1993b,a; Berrin and Pasztory, 1993; Lombardo de Ruiz and Nalda, 1996;
Michelet and Allain, 2009).

Since we believed there was a possibility that in museums also reliable Teotihuacan sculptures be-
come stored, we expanded the search for anthropomorphic stone sculptures in American, Europe and
Oceania museums and museums publications. In our research process we have faced two problems to
deal with in the future. On the one hand, we have recovered many fragments of what were once com-
plete sculptures. In some cases the destruction coresponds to the different postdepositional processes
undergone during the formation of the final archaeological record. In other cases we are facing human
activities intentionally causing the destruction of pre-Hispanic rituals, as in the centuries of conquest.
On the other hand, the review of some of the sculptures found in museums and private collections,
have revealed the world of fakes, the existence of possible imitations that distort any study of such
remains.

In a first approach, a group of 39 sculptures representing males with headdress has been studied
(Table 1), while the sample is currently increasing to accommodate a much larger number of indi-
viduals. As can be seen, most of them do not have known archaeological context of recovery, but a
recovery at Teotihuacan is postulated. A different situation is encountered with those individuals that
were unearthed at the Feathered Serpent Pyramid (Temple of Quetzalcoatl). This pyramid was built
in Miccaotli or Early Tlamimilolpa phases (150-250 AD), in a single episode, and its construction
involved the sacrifice of around 200 individuals with their military gear, when corresponding, and
with other material elements. A especial case is the burial 14, with some 20 males with very rich
offerings and, among them, several of the sculptures here studied (Cabrera Castro et al., 1991). In
a later study, Sugiyama (2005) dated the pyramid construction to around 210 AD, after several 14C
dates. In the same work, this author studied the anthropomorphic sculptures that “[. . . ] were appar-
ently scattered on the bodies of the sacrified victims.” (Sugiyama, 2005, pp. 149), and concluded that
they exhibit different forms, measures, and proportions. After classifying them in 8 groups (A to H)
the author concluded that “Their typological differences and similarities may have ritual significance
and/or social implications; the differences also would have reflected variables not directly related to
the mortuary program such as temporal variation in productions or different craftsmen. Their variety
may even indicate that each piece represented a specific individual or group.” (Sugiyama, 2005, pp.
149-150).
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Individual Original location Present location Chronology
1 ? MNAM, México ?
2 ? MNAM, México ?
9 ? Musée du Quai Branly, Paris 150-650 AD
13 ? Musée du Quai Branly, Paris 150-650 AD
35 ? Museum für Völkerkunde, Vienna 200-600 AD

39 ? Saint Louis Art Museum 200-600 AD
40 ? Saint Louis Art Museum 200-600 AD
42 ? Private Collection 100 BC-400 AD
47 ? Museum für Volkerkunde, Vienna ?
51 ? Art Institute of Chicago 400 AD

53 ? Museum of Fine Arts, Houston ?
56 ? Natural History Museum, Los Angeles 400-600 AD
57 ? Natural History Museum, Los Angeles 400-600 AD
60 ? Denver Art Museum 200-600 AD
64 ? Denver Art Museum 400-700 AD

74 ? Überseemuseum Bremen ?
76 ? Los Angeles County Museum of Art 300-600 AD

100 ? National Museum of the American Indian,
Washington 1-600 AD

113 FSP? Museo de Sitio, ZAT ?
115 ? Museo de Sitio, ZAT 1-600 AD

127 ? MNAM, México ?
128 ? MNAM, México ?
129 ? MNAM, México ?
132 N3W1Zona6 PT60-62 Acervo de la ZAT ?
191 ? Musées Royaux d’Art et Histoire, Bruxelles 150-200 AD

203 ? Israel Museum, Jerusalen ?
204 ? Israel Museum, Jerusalen ?
228 FSP 1939Templo Quetzalcoatl, Offering 1 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan 150-250 AD
229 FSP 1939Templo Quetzalcoatl, Stairs Offering TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan 150-200 AD
M91750 ? Bóveda MNAM, México ?

9C-2493 FSP PTQ89, Burial 14 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan ca. 210 AD
9C-3295 FSP PTQ, Burial 14 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan ca. 210 AD
M91751 ? Bóveda MNAM, México ?
M91739 ? Bóveda MNAM, México ?
9C-2943 FSP PTQ89, Burial 14 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan ca. 210 AD

9C-2858 FSP PTQ89, Burial 14 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan ca. 210 AD
9C-3368 FSP PTQ89, Burial 14 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan ca. 210 AD
9C-2986 FSP PTQ89, Burial 14 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan ca. 210 AD
E-16 FSP PTQ89, Area B, Well 3 TMPL, San Juan Teotihuacan ca. 210 AD

Table 1: Anthropomorphic sculptures included in the present sample. FSP: Feathered Serpent Pyra-
mid (Temple of Quetzalcoatl), Teotihuacan. MNAM: Museo Nacional de Antropologı́a de
México. TMPL: Teotihuacan Mapping Project Laboratory. ZAT: Archaeological Area of
Teotihuacan. Chronologies have been provided by museums. For sculptures from FSP
PTQ89, Burial 14 chronology is taken from Sugiyama (2005)
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Figure 3: Anthropomorphic sculpture with indication of the 25 landmarks initially recorded

The coordinates of 25 landmarks (Figure 3), or fixed points of precise location, were recorded for
the 39 individuals studied. These two-dimensional coordinates were recorded from pictures of the
actual sculptures with the help of image processing software, and not from the sculptures themselves.
Such decision was needed because for some of the individuals, pictures were the only available record
at our disposal. Nevertheless, since all these sculptures are not really developed in three dimensions
and they appear rather as a bas relief, two-dimensional coordinates seem appropriate for the present
study. It must be noticed, however, that even if the use of image software can give a higher preci-
sion to the recording of coordinates, the use of pictures could might introduce distortions because of
deformation of the pictures, but also because the angle at which the picture was taken. Even if we
assume that these factors should be of very limited impact on the data recorded, we have no conduced
any measurement error study.
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3 EDMA and Compositional EDMA
As it will be shown, Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis (EDMA) is a landmark-based method that
exhibit advantages in front of superimposition and deformation methods. Furthermore, it is easily
linked to Compositional Data Analysis. In this section we shall present the main features of EDMA,
and we will make clear the connexion with Compositional Data Analysis. In this presentation we will
make a quite extensive use of the the studies by Lele and co-workers, who have develop EDMA (see
especially Lele, 1993; Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001; Lele and McCulloch, 2002; Richtsmeier et al.,
2002, 2005).

3.1 Landmarks, coordinates, and invariance
Landmarks, as stated before, are precise locations on forms, recorded on two- or three-dimensional
coordinates. A more formal description is given by Dryden and Mardia (1998, pp. 3) as “[. . . ] a point
of correspondence on each object that matches between and within populations.”. Since geometric
morphometrics is mainly related to biological studies, several classifications have been proposed,
based on biological criteria, for different types of landmarks. Thus, Bookstein (1991) distinguishes
among Type I, Type II, and Type III landmarks, respectively corresponding to discrete juxtaposition
of tissues, curvature maxima associated to local structures, and extremal points. Dryden and Mardia
(1998, pp. 3-6) differentiate (1) anatomical landmarks, points biological meaningful, (2) mathemat-
ical landmarks, points located according to some mathematical or geometrical property, (3) pseudo-
landmarks, or constructed points on an organism, and (4) semi-landmarks. Moreover, these authors
relate their landmark types with those established by Bookstein. They also differentiate between la-
belled and unlabelled landmarks. Finally, Lele and Richtsmeier (2001, pp. 24-27) classify landmarks
as (1) homologous landmarks, similar features on phylogenetic basis, (2) structurally corresponding
landmarks, (3) functionally corresponding landmarks, and (4) developmentally corresponding land-
marks. For our purposes, we shall be talking about landmarks, without any further implication that
regarding points of precise locations in all studied individuals. Therefore, the landmarks used in this
study can be considered as corresponding landmarks (Richtsmeier et al., 2002).

An important feature of landmarks is that they preserve the geometry of the form thanks to the
existence of a map of their relative location, as given by the coordinates. However (see especially
Richtsmeier et al., 2002), if the landmarks have a natural coordinate system, these natural coordinates
are lost and cannot be known, since the objects under study could have suffered translations and/or
rotations that cannot be identified. Thus, landmarks are not recorded in their natural coordinates, but
in arbitrary coordinates. And those coordinates should be further transformed to some coordinate
system useful for the statistical analysis. At his point, superimposition and deformation methods use
different rules to take back all objects under study to a common coordinate system. In doing so,
these methods make arbitrary choices on how to achieve a common coordinate system that affect
the results that will be obtained. Moreover, those methods do not really remove translation and
rotation, which are nuisance parameters in landmark analysis. Because of that, “[. . . ] the popular
methods of superimposition and deformation base inferences on nonidentifiable parameters.” (Lele
and McCulloch, 2002, pp. 805).

Contrariwise, EDMA method effectively removes the nuisance parameters by using a maximal
invariant, under translation, rotation, and possibly reflection, of this this precise locations of land-
marks, i.e. all possible linear distances among pairs of landmarks (see especially Lele, 1993). Thus,
EDMA is an invariant under nuisance parameters coordinate-free method, that preserves the map of
relative location, and amending therefore to base inferences on identifiable parameters of interest. In
practical terms, the use of all possible linear distances among pairs of landmarks will led to produce
the appearance of two- or three-dimensional forms of lines connecting landmarks. If we look back
to Figure 1, A and B, we can see that three landmarks produce the appearance of triangles (as it is
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indicated by the points, the initial landmarks, in the vertices of each triangle). Finally, it must be
stressed that if a form is initially orientated in the natural coordinate system, the form invariant under
translation, rotation, and reflection, i.e. the infinite equal forms of all possible orientations, occupy an
orbit defined by this particular form.

3.2 Perturbation model, morphometric spaces, and parameters of interest
The usual model for the landmarks variability is the so called general or Gaussian perturbation model
(Goodall, 1991; Lele, 1993; Lele and McCulloch, 2002). In that model, the mean form of a K point
configuration in L-dimensional Euclidean space of a population is represented by the K × L matrix
M. Each individual of this population deviates from M by the K × L matrix Ei of errors. Ei is assumed
to be Gaussian, Ei∼ N(0,ΣK ,ΣL), where ΣK describes the covariances between elements within the
same same column of E and ΣL describes the covariances within the rows of Ei. Producing a unique
vector from the Ei matrix, vec(Ei), one obtain that var(vec(ET ))=ΣK⊗ΣL. Thus variability, in the
natural space, has the amount of variability at each landmark, the shape of this variability (related
to the possible correlations between the coordinates of each landmark), and the possible correlations
between different landmarks. Since the natural coordinates are unknownable because of the nuisance
parameters of translation and rotation, the landmark coordinate matrix of the ith individual is then

Xi = (M+Ei)Γi +1tT
i , (1)

where Γi is the orthogonal matrix of rotation, and possibly reflection, 1 is a K × 1 matrix of 1s, and
tTi is the L × 1 matrix of translation. Then the random matrices Xi follow:

Xi ∼ N(MΓi +1tT
i ,ΣK,Γ

T
i ΣLΓi). (2)

Based on such perturbation model, a further step forward is the definition of different ’spaces’
for morphometric analysis. Among them the most widely used are (1) Kendall’s shape space, i.e. an
sphere, (2) Kent’s tangent shape space, a plane tangent to the sphere, and (3) form space (Kendall,
1984; Dryden and Mardia, 1998; Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001). The latter is the space developed in
EDMA (Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001). The idea behind the form space is quite simple and intuitive.
Thus, if the ith individual has a K point configuration in L-dimensional Euclidean space giving a
K × L natural space coordinate matrix Xi, once its landmarks have been recorded in an arbitrary
coordinate system, it has a K × L landmark coordinate matrix Ai. Then, the set of all possible linear
euclidean distances among its pairs of landmarks gives its K × K form matrix

FMi =


0 d12 · · · d1k

d21 0 · · · d2k
...

... . . . ...
dk1 dk2 · · · 0


Since in this form matrix the number of unique pairs of linear euclidean distances is D, with D = K(K-1)/2,
the vector of these D distances, vec(d−(i j)), configures a point in the form space, a subset of the pos-
itive orthant of the D = K(K-1)/2 Euclidean space, which uniquely identifies an orbit of a given form
(see especially Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001, pp. 146 ff.). Thus, for example, a 3 landmarks configura-
tion gives a 3-dimensional (D = 3(3-1)/2) form space. As can be seen in Figure 4 the 3-dimensional
form space, the subset of the 3-dimensional euclidean space in yellowish lines, will contain all points
identifying forms of all possible triangles.

Finally, it must be noticed that the use of the form matrices and the form space will enable, by the
method of moments, the identification of several aspects of the parameters of interest (M,ΣK,ΣL), i.e.
(1) the mean form M, up to its orbit, (2) a singular version of ΣK (Σ∗K = LΣKLT , where L is a centering
matrix), and (3) eigenvalues of ΣL. It is important to notice, however, that the singular matrix Σ∗K . The
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Figure 4: Form space for three-landmark objects (triangles). This drawing is partially inspired in the
one at Lele and Richtsmeier (2001, pp. 147)

usefulness of this estimate is that it can be used in confidence intervals and hypothesis tests without
any effect on the centering matrix used in its calculation (Lele, 1993; Lele and McCulloch, 2002;
Richtsmeier et al., 2005).

3.3 Form and shape, size, and projective points and Compositional EDMA
One of the main drawbacks of EDMA, according to its opponents, is that it is a method for the
study of form, not really for the study of shape (see discussion in Richtsmeier et al., 2002, pp. 88).
Form, in EDMA, is studied either by arithmetic form difference (for example, between the ith and jth
individuals is given by AFDM ji = FM j-FMi) or by relative for difference (FDM ji = FM j/FMi, done
element-wise and using 0/0 = 0 by definition).

Dealing with shape in EDMA starts from the view that form should be scaled by size, but that
there is no clear definition of size. On the contrary, there are many surrogate measures of size that
will result in different size-corrected shapes (see discussion in Richtsmeier et al., 2002, pp. 67 ff.).
The origin of this view is the discussion about ratios and size, first clarified by Mosimann (1970), and
further discussed by other authors (Atchley et al., 1976; Packard and Boardman, 1999). In EDMA, it
is proposed to use the geometric mean as a measure of size (Si = (∏FMi)1/D). Then scaling by this
size, one get the shape matrix for the ith individual (SMi = FMi/Si). Then one can calculate the shape
difference between two individuals just as an arithmetic shape difference.

Even though this possibility for ’shape’ analysis exists in EDMA, if we look at Figure 4, we could
see that all equilateral triangles, all orbits of equilateral triangles forms, may lay on the ray Ox, a
projective point, i.e. a d+1-dimensional vector of coordinates, or coordinate vector, x = [x1,. . . , xd+1]
(enclosed within brackets), where at least one of the xi is nonzero; xi are called homogeneous, or pro-
jective, coordinates. These homogeneous coordinates are, then, the components of a d+1-part com-
position (where D = d+1) (Buxeda i Garrigós, 2008). The observation of this fact leads naturally to the
realization that scale invariant forms are compositional or equivalence classes [x] = {tx | t ∈ Rd+1, t 6= 0},
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leading to Compositional EDMA.
To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been really explored, neither used in the

past. Nevertheless, the idea that the interpoint distance of landmarks could be use as input data for
Compositional Data Analysis has been already suggested by Bacon-Shone (1991). Moreover, also
Dryden and Mardia (1998, pp. 27) suggested the possibility to link geometric porphometrics with
Compositional Data Analysis. Even so, this link was limited to the angles of triangles, because of
their closure operation to 180o.

According to what has been shown so far, shape can be defined as the scale invariant approach to
those compositional or equivalence classes (or projective points) existing in the form space defined
by all unique pairs of linear euclidean distances among landmarks. This form space is a subset of
the positive orthant of the euclidean space. And, contrariwise to the discussion about scaling by size,
CLR transformation is a maximal invariant that naturally introduces Aitchison metric in the study of
shape (Aitchison, 1986, 1992, 2005).

If we look at compositional classes (Figure 5) we can see that there are several properties that
can be divided in structural and non-structural (Magurran, 2004; Aitchison, 1986). Structural prop-
erties include (1) the dimension of the system, the d+1-dimensions of the class, (2) its richness, the
number of dimensions with values over zero, and (3) the evenness, the distribution of the values in
all dimensions. Diversity, thus, increases by higher richness, but also by more even distributions. On
the other hand, non-structural properties include (1) the parts, the labelling of the dimensions, (2) the
components, the numerical values of each dimension, and (3) the size, the addition of all values of
all dimensions. The relation between components and size will determine the relative values of the
components and, therefore, their class.

STRUCTURAL
PROPERTIES

COMPOSITIONAL
CLASSES

NON-STRUCTURAL
PROPERTIES

PartsRichness Components SizeEvennessDimensions

Diversity Composition

Figure 5: Structural and non-structural properties of compositional classes

Evenness is thus a structural characteristic of compositional classes and it is measured by infor-
mation entropy (Shannon, 1948). This value is usually expressed in bits, since calculus is made by
base 3 logarithms, according to the following equation:

H =−k
D

∑
i=1

pilogpi. (3)

This equation can be expressed to accommodate not just probabilities, but also actual components (ni)
and size (N) of each composition:

H f =−k
D

∑
i=1

ni

N
log

ni

N
, (4)

and, finally, given that for a given system with d+1-dimensions the maximum value for H is logD,
relative information entropy is given by:

Hrel =
H f

logD
. (5)
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As can be seen in Figure 6, H f enables to quantify information entropy for compositional classes
in the form space, an can also been graphically displayed, for a 2+1-dimensional space, over the
2-dimensional simplex. Thus, each compositional class has its own value in information entropy,
indicating their lower or higher evenness.

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

1.6H

Z

X

Y

Figure 6: Information entropy as a structural property of evenness of compositional classes (projec-
tive points)

Once all these points have been considered, it is important to notice that the only form space
that can achieve the highest possible entropy for a given d+1-dimensional system is that of three-
landmarks objects, i.e. the case of triangles, whether the equilateral triangle shows the highest in-
formation entropy possible, being placed at the center of the system (see Figure 4, in blue the 2-
dimensional simplex, in yellowish colors the area in the simplex represented in the resulting form
space). If we extent these observations to other polygons, from their regular form to their collapse
in a pathological form, we will observe that any other form space cannot include the higher evenness
compositional classes (Figure 7). Moreover, the subset of the corresponding euclidean space they
include varies in significant terms.

To finish, it is important to notice that once has been demonstrated that Compositional EDMA
effectively links EDMA with Compositional Data Analysis for shape analysis, all developments al-
ready existing for Compositional Data Analysis can be applied to the study of shape in geometric
morphometrics. Especially, perturbation, as it is known in Compositional Data Analysis, can be eas-
ily employed to model shape change. In doing so, it is necessary to review a final point. If we are
studying N individuals (like the present 39 anthropomorphic sculptures), in EDMA at the beginning
one is dealing with N K × L landmark coordinate matrices. In a second step, these landmark coordi-
nate matrices are transformed in N K × K form matrices. Then, in a third step, what we have to do is
to transform these N form matrices in one single N × D matrix X, with every individual in one raw,
expressed by the D unique pair-wise landmark linear euclidean distances. This matrix, can then be
used to model perturbation, as shape change, according to:

Xn = X0 ◦U, (6)

where U is the N × D matrix of perturbing vectors. Thus, perturbation as shape change is modelled
in the pair-wise landmarks linear euclidean distances.
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Figure 7: Information entropies, H, for several polygons, from their regular shape to their pathological
collapsed one. Left: in bits. Right: in % of total information entropy of the system. In both
cases, the red line points the maximum possible entropy for the euclidean space where the
form space is a subset from

3.4 The anthropomorphic sculptures
As an example of application, we give in this section some preliminary results on the anthropomor-
phic sculptures from Teotihuacan (México). Since this is a work still ongoing and the sample is
still increasing with new individuals, the results cannot be considered definitive. On the contrary,
their main value is to illustrate the preceding discussion and to prove that Compositional EDMA is
an useful tool to shed light in studying shape and, therefore, proportions systems in archaeological
materials.

As it has been pointed in the previous sections, the initial landmark coordinates matrices have been
transformed first into form matrices and then into a single N × D form matrix X. Since the number
of landmarks used at the beginning was quite large (25), the matrix X is a 39 × 300 matrix. As it is
clear, the number of dimensions is clearly to high to enable any analysis. This,k the dramatic increase
of dimensions in the form space as the number of landmarks increase, is clearly one of the main
problems, even drawbacks, in EDMA and, therefore, in Compositional EDMA. In order to overcome
this problem, one should conduct different partial analysis addressing specific questions that should
then be combined in drawing the final conclusions.

As a first analysis, then, we have decided to retain for analysis landmarks 3, 4, 5, 9, 17, 19, 23,
and 26 (Figure 8) addressing the question of the general shape. The matrix is then a 39 × 28 set that
can be studied.

The variation matrix (Aitchison, 1986; Buxeda i Garrigós, 1999) enables to quantify the variability
existing in a data set (Buxeda i Garrigós and Kilikoglou, 2003). Moreover, the totals of each column
can be used to estimate the contribution to the total variation by each part. A graphical representation
can then be made with an evenness plot, giving in the x-axis the different parts in decreasing rank
order of variability, while in the y-axis are represented the components. In the present case (Figure 9)
it can be seen that few linear distances, 8 out of 28, are responsible for most of the total variation.

Cluster analysis on the CLR transformed data, the shape data, was then performed, with SPlus
(MathSoft, 1999), using the square euclidean distance and the centroide agglomerative. algorithm.
The study of the dendrogram (Figure 10) shows the existence of two very distinct individuals, F127
and F204. The remainder 37 individuals, however, still exhibit important differences. Nevertheless,
tentatively, two groups have been defined, A and B. At this point, it is important to highlight that both
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Figure 8: Anthropomorphic sculpture with indication of the 8 landmarks, in yellow, retained for the
analysis of the general shape
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Figure 9: Evenness graph of the variation matrix for 8 landmarks in the general shape analysis
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Figure 10: Dendrogram from cluster analysis on 8 landmarks in the general shape analysis

groups include individuals of very different sizes. Group A includes individuals from ca. 3.5 cm to
over 10, while group B includes individuals from 13 cm to over 30 cm. This result clearly indicates
the adequacy of Compositional EDMA to work with shape in a scale invariant approach.

Finally, a second analysis has been conducted on landmarks 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 13 (Figure 11),
i.e. a 39 × 21 matrix, in order to address the question of the face shape.

The present evenness graph (Figure 12) shows a much higher total variation than in the previous
case. This is a very important point, since it must be noticed that only 7 landmarks are in use in the
present analysis. Moreover, the evenness graph also exhibits the influence of few linear distances in
the total variation, but the graph shows a continuous decreasing in variation which is quite different
from the previous analysis.

Cluster analysis on the CLR transformed data, the shape data, was then performed, with SPlus,
using the square euclidean distance and the centroide agglomerative. algorithm. The study of the
dendrogram (Figure 13) shows the existence of four very distinct individuals, F127, 9C-2858, F128,
and F229, while the remainder 35 individuals seem quite similar. In any case, the existence of different
subgroups is still under consideration. If so, it should be noticed that all individuals whose provenance
is at the Feathered Serpent Pyramid are located in very different places of the dendrogram. Since all
these individuals are of a very short size, around (3 to 4) cm, this could be an indication of the
limitations encountered in small objects. These limitations are not necessarily from the landmarks
coordinates recording methods, but for the ancient craftsmen themselves most probably in producing
such small objects.

As it has been seen, then, Compositional EDMA is a powerful tool for shape, as scale invariant
form, analysis. In the present case study, the results are necessarily preliminary. Even though, they
are also promising.

A final point that must be highlighted is that once the mean shape form for a groups has been
defined, it is possible in Compositional EDMA, as it is also in EDMA. Lets suppose that

MT = (d12,d12, . . . ,d1D,d23,d24, . . . ,d2D, . . . ,d(D−1)D)
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Figure 11: Anthropomorphic sculpture with indication of the 7 landmarks, in yellow, retained for the
analysis of the face shape
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Figure 12: Evenness graph of the variation matrix for 7 landmarks in the face shape analysis
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Figure 13: Dendrogram from cluster analysis on 7 landmarks in the face shape analysis. Blue circles:
sculptures from the Feathered Serpent Pyramid

is the vector of means for one group, in shape (compositional) analysis, i.e. in CLR transformed data.
Then, the only thing to do is to transform this vector by taking e to the power of the different mean
components. The resulting vector

expMT =(ed12,ed12, . . . ,ed1D,ed23,ed24 , . . . ,ed2D, . . . ,ed(D−1)D)

can then be converted back to a matrix of mean distances (see especially Lele and Richtsmeier, 2001,
pp. 207-209). Then, the values of such matrix should be squared and, as it is standard in multidi-
mensional scaling, the matrix must be centered. Finally, the spectral decomposition of such centered
matrix will enable to obtain the non-zero eigenvalues and eigenvectors that will be used to construct
the matrix of landmark representation of the mean shape of the group.

4 Conclusions
The present paper has presented Compositional EDMA as a natural extension of EDMA and Compo-
sitional Data Analysis. The realization that orbits in form analysis regarding similar objects are scale
invariant projective points, i.e. compositional or equivalence classes, has enabled an easy and robust
analysis of shape in coordinate-free geometric morphometrics. All advances in Compositional Data
Analysis can then be easily applied to geometric morphometrics.

Regarding the archaeological case study, even in the results are preliminary, they are nonetheless
encouraging. It has been shown that one of the main problems is the large number of form space
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dimension arising even for moderate number of landmarks. In such situation, several distinct analysis
focussing in specific questions should be addressed. In the present case, the anthropomorphic sculp-
tures from Teotihuacan seem to exhibit different shapes, that could be related to different systems of
proportions, i.e. to different traditions. Compositional EDMA has also proved useful in analysing
objects of quite different shapes. Only the extension of the present work, however, will shed light on
the present preliminary shadows.
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